This theoretical study investigates the dynamic behavior of chemical erosion of graphite due to hydrogen-isotope-ion bombardment. Ion energies range from 10 to 1000 eV and target temperatures range from 300 to 1100 K. The computer code employed was TRIDYN. The chemical erosion processes under investigation included surface-related and thermally activated hydrocarbon emission processes.
Introduction
In recent decades, the suitability of graphite as an inner-wall material in thermonuclear fusion devices [1, 2] has attracted considerable interest in both theoretical simulations and experimental measurements mainly due to its superior thermal and mechanical properties. However, in addition to physical sputtering, the erosion of graphite can be greatly enhanced by chemical release of gaseous hydrocarbons (so-called chemical erosion) via chemical reaction between hydrogen isotope atoms and carbon atoms through surface-related and thermally activated hydrocarbon emission processes [3] . In essence, the hydrocarbons consist of predominantly methane molecules with smaller contributions of higher hydrocarbons [4] . Surface-related process refers to ion induced release of weakly bound hydrocarbon surface complexes while thermally activated process refers to thermal release of hydrocarbons at the end of ion range. Chemical erosion processes result in undesirable effects such as a limited lifetime of components, plasma dilution due to impurities, and high tritium retention in redeposited layers [3] . Hence, a thorough understanding of the interaction of graphite with hydrogen isotope ions (H, D, and T) is essential before considering thermonuclear fusion for industrial applications. Additionally, a comprehensive model for simulating the chemical erosion of graphite under bombardment of hydrogen isotope ions is necessary in order to gain more insight in chemical erosion mechanisms and in designing more suitable inner-wall materials (such as doped graphite [5] ). It is therefore the objective of this study to improve upon our previous model [6] by incorporating it with the diffusion model proposed by Hopf et al. [7] as well as extending its applicability to all hydrogen isotope ions. Both chemical erosion and physical sputtering behaviors of graphite in responding to various ion energies ( E ) and target temperatures (T ) are also studied in depth.
2.
Simulation model
The total erosion yield ( ) of graphite under hydrogen isotope ion irradiation is given by the following widely-accepted equation [3] : 
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In this study, the proposed simulation model of and is improved upon our previous one [6] by including an out-diffusion probability of hydrocarbons [7] . That is, the calculated surface-related and thermally activated chemical erosion yields are given by the fluence-averaged values as follows:
where the superscripts "calc" and "meas" respectively denote the calculated values yielded from this study and the measured data obtained from other studies; the subscripts "surf" and the "therm" respectively represent surface-related and thermally activated processes in emitting hydrocarbons; and the subscript " " denotes the -th implanted hydrogen isotope ion. In addition, (i) denotes the hydrogen isotope ion fluence, [8, 9] to approximately 0.0 as target temperature increases from 300 to 1100 K and is herein assumed to be identical for all hydrogen isotopes; (v)
indicates the location or depth of the i -th implanted hydrogen isotope ion in graphite [10] ; (vi) refers to implantation damage produced at due to the -th implanted hydrogen isotope ion [3, 10, 11] ; and (vii) refers to the depth-dependent probability of out-diffusing hydrocarbons from due to the -th implanted hydrogen isotope ion [7] .
λ denotes diffusion length and is assumed to increase linearly with target temperature (i.e. nm 4 . 0 = λ at 300 K [7] and at 1100 K); and represents the maximum depth at which chemical erosion of graphite from the target surface takes place and is given by 1 nm [12] . The possibility of segregation and formation of gas molecules such as
or T 2 [13] in graphite is neglected in the present study.
Furthermore, in this study, chemical erosion of graphite due to hydrogen isotope ion irradiation was dynamically conducted by implementing Eqs. (2) and (3) in the TRIDYN [14] 
3.
Results and discussion Y on ion energy due to D ion irradiation at target temperatures of 300 and 773 K is plotted in Fig. 1 . In the figure, the calculated results from this study ( ), the calculated results from previous study ( ) [6] , and the fitted results from Roth's fit formula [3] temperature of 300 K, with a low ion energy corresponds closer to when compared to both and versus . This is one of the major achievements of the simulation model proposed in this study. Furthermore, the fact that when is at a high ion energy, it is smaller than that of (as shown in Figure 1 ), accounting for why is smaller than . 
Conclusions
This study has successfully developed a comprehensive computer model to simulate chemical erosion of graphite due to hydrogen isotope ion irradiation. The calculated results correlate more closely to the measured data than do the fitted results yielded by Roth. Both physical sputtering and chemical erosion yields vary with ion energy, target temperature, and ion mass. In particular, the hydrogen isotopic effect has influence on: (1) the surface-related coefficient; (2) the thermally activated coefficient; (3) the threshold ion energy for physical sputtering; and (4) the target temperature at which chemical erosion yield reaches its maximum. Among them, the surface-related coefficient displays stronger target-temperature dependence than does the thermally activated coefficient. Deuterium and hydrogen ions hold the largest surface-related and thermally activated coefficients, respectively, among all of the hydrogen isotope ions. The threshold ion energy for physical sputtering increases with higher target temperature, but decreases with greater ion mass. The target temperature at which chemical erosion yield reaches its peak increases with increasing ion energy but decreases with greater ion mass. 
